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Inspirational for teens + adults! I follow Shelly Hitz on Instagram and Skillshare because I love her
motivating and inspiring art and Christian values. When I heard she wrote an interactive reserve about her
lifestyle, I was really interested. Good reading and devotional Very nice book for adults This is an incredible
book! Broken Crayons Still Color Broken Crayons Still Color is a book of therapeutic and restoration. great
information and counsel on how we can take what's . Next comes a brief chapter, guiding queries, and it's
accompanying coloring web page.This book is a blessing in fact it is not one of these books that you read
once. Shelley has shaded a perfect portrayal of what this means to move from brokenness right into a holy
food cravings for God’s redemptive healing. Also, the set up of her publication is great! Shelley Hitz can be
open and honest about her previous, but she tells you that God still has a purpose for you. You might be a
broken crayon, but you still have well worth and value. God loves and adores you so much that He refuses
to leave you broken and battered. There are occasions He will challenge you to do something outside of
your comfort zone to enable you to heal. I would recommend this for people 15+ who are seeking some
encouragement to keep going and revel in life. We like that everyone that bought the book has free access
to the video we enjoy during our group. My group loved having hands on activities to keep hands active as
ears listenee and hearts shared. Highly recommended.After reading this you will know that broken Crayons
really do color.your crayon (your created purpose) continues to be: you. Broken crayons can make a

masterpiece. We've all experienced brokenness We've all experienced brokenness in different ways, so this
book is relevant for everybody. What I like about it is normally that it helped me to discover brokenness in
different ways, a way that motivated me and gave me hope. If you ever have a problem with why you've
experienced a few of the hardships you have or question if God can still use you regardless of negative
things which have happened in your daily life, this book will give you a refreshing perspective. You may be
extremely blessed by this reserve and can want to share it with others. Before every chapter, Shelley
includes a link where you can watch a 45 minute-ish video while completing some blanks... I started reading
this book while waiting around to board a air travel for Denmark. I kid you not really, I was bawling before
we boarded. After the flight became popular, I got a blanket over my head because I didn't wish fellow
passengers to discover my crying my mind off. It has helped me understand points and helped me make
difficult life changing decisions. I could intimately relate with what Shelley was discussing. We bought our
crayons and a completely loving color in the pages we will do the craft. Emotionally gripping, great
information and counsel on what we can take what's been damaged in our lives and build something
beautiful from it. She shares transparently about her own life in the reserve and videos and encourages
you to pursue God's purpose for your daily life. It is create in a way that allows you to pick the duration
and depth of the analysis of every chapter without shedding any important content on the way. It will
encourage you and you may be compelled to get rid of previous hurts, pains and rejections. I would
recommend this book to anybody or group that is needing confirmation that God created you for a plan
and purpose.. It has made me consider my life and how I have to fix stuff.and the plan He made you for
doesn't change. Even if you are a little damaged inside through some rough times.. Many thanks, Shelley for
a masterpiece of design! And remember that God is not considering your brokenness, He views the wonder
from the ashes. You remain created with the reason to color.The opportunity to download corresponding
videos and coloring pages was a good addition to my group study resources. Effective inspiration of God's
healing power! Shelley does a significant job of sharing types of God's ability to heal hearts and make use of
souls for His glory. She reveals painful experiences in her lifestyle that even though she may have sensed
broken, God used her brokenness to help others. The biblical truths referenced in her book, reinforce and

remind us that God has a unique purpose for all of us. Awesome ? This book is beautiful and I’m so blessed
to have read it. I must say i appreciated the author's honesty and her willingness to open up and talk
about what it felt like to not only be damaged ,but to see God revealing Himself to her. This has motivated
me as an author to add video bonus materials when writing my own books. Loved this book, beautifully



written, creative. I loved this book! It really is beautifully written by Shelley Hitz, therefore creative, and
Shelley goes beyond the scope of "just a book" (that is great in itself) to include discussion questions and
videos corresponding with each chapter with lots of "meat" to take into account. A Wonderful resource
for a personal read or a group study I purchased this book for a women's group in church. The video clips
are effective and such an excellent bonus to the publication. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this publication
and I highly recommend it for anyone who has ever experienced broken at some time in their life. I love
the beautiful, creative cover, too! Wonderful book and recommend. There's HOPE! This is an excellent study
for those who are hurting and broken. Shelley shares her very own experiences showing the reader how
God required her brokenness and switched her into His masterpiece. It really is your story and it is
mine.There are several extras included and I recommend them all. Good Good book Good read Awesome
book so far. Going right through it with my bible research girls. A Must-Read Masterpiece This is a must
read/Bible Study! Thank you so very much, Shelley! From raw honesty to the Holy Spirit’s tender
empowerment upon Shelley’s lifestyle, she paints a picture of the human tale. There is hope for you and
you may think it is in Jesus Christ. It is wonderfully wrote. You will discover yourself in the truth that
the pathway to a far more profound revelation of God’s love winds its way through our pain. After reading
her publication, I have a renewed inspiration to give my broken crayons to my Heavenly Dad and let him

start coloring my life into His gorgeous design.. I admire how open she is about her hard past and how she
helps to keep on persevering. Shelley brings spiritual meaning to pain that inflicts people, while at exactly
the same time, inspires us to walk in the design of the Get better at Artist!. This book really cuts to the
primary. When you buy the book you have free access to the accompanying video We are doing this as a
small research group at church. No, you will discover yourself reading it over and over again. The book is
certainly fun interactive playful and knowledgeable. I purchased the reserve for my mother and she was so
moved by it. I would recommend this for group studies and alone but as an organization as ladies are
experiencing a fun Awesome book of healing This book has really helped me with my healing and the trauma
that I have experienced as a kid and a teenager and young adult and an adult! There are beautiful web
pages to color, access to heartfelt video clips, and thought-provoking questions at the end of each chapter
as well.
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